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The turbolava MAXI has two counter rotating
brushes or pad drivers that will clean a path of
17”. It can be used on all types of floors
Concrete, Slate, Marble, Wood and the toughest of all to clean Textured and Grouted Ceramic
Tile. The unique split-level brushes rotate at
550 RPM providing the most effective cleaning
of any machine on the market.
The same machine will also pick-up the soiled
solution into the recovery tank for easy disposal. The full-length squeegee allows for solution recovery up to the wall.
The turbolava MAXI is built on a stain-less
steel frame for years of use.
Easy to use, the turbolava MAXI is extremely
fast and efficient in cleaning small to medium
size floors such as, restaurants, hotels, gyms,
offices, shops, kitchens, restrooms and hospital
operating rooms.
turbolava MAXI comes equipped with s pecial tw in brus h des ign, strong but flexible
brushes that work with the contour of the floor
and grout. The squeegee ensures a seal with
the floor for maximum water recovery into the
solution tank.
A large selection of optional accessories turns
turbolava into a perfect carpet cleaner and
surface polisher.

Brush Motor
Vacuum system
Cleaning width
Brush speed
Weight on brushes
Clear water tank
Waste water tank
Working capacity (theoretical)
Depression
Power cable lenght
Net weight

110-120-230 V 50/60 Hz 640 W
triple fan vacuum system
17 In.
N 2 circular - 550 r.p.m.
22 lbs.
2 uS gallons
1 uS gallons
5400 sq.ft./hour
3.5 ft H2O
3.3 ft.
42 lbs.

Body Dimension
Lenght 22.2 In.
Width 17.7 In.
High
9.5 In.

With turbolava MAXI your floor will be clean dry and safe, ready for immediate use.
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turbolava MAXI technical features

La Cimel srl, si riserva il diritto di modificare caratteristiche tecniche, colori e forme in qualsiasi momento, senza preavviso. - Cimel srl allows itself the right to modify technical features, colours and shapes without giving any communication in advance.
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